Greetings of 15th Anniversary of the People’s War

On the auspicious occasion of the 15th Anniversary of the Great People’s War launched with the goal of new democratic revolution, we extend our heartfelt Best Wishes and militant salutation to the entire Nepalese people and working people the world over. In this historic occasion, we would like to remind you the reality that the Nepalese revolution is heading towards the decisive turning point of great possibilities and serious challenges. On this occasion, expressing our emotional homage to all the great martyrs of People's War, we would like to recall with high regard the disappeared fighters. We revise our strong resolution and firm commitment to move forward to the direction of ceaseless revolution to make the Great Dreams of the Martyrs come true. On this historical occasion of the People's War Day, we express our deep sympathy to the wounded, disabled and the victims suffering from the damage of life and property in the course of people's war.

With the inventive application and development of Nepalese people's war, the Nepalese revolution at present is advancing with firmness and creativity between theory and practice. Line, idea and leadership of Nepalese revolution have developed as the new dimension of Marxism-Leninism-Maoism. The implementation of new ideas, leadership, policies, programmes and plans of revolution are being expressed in concrete practice. The explicit line of national independence and civilian supremacy that has a strategic significance clarifies that the Nepalese democratic revolution has arrived at a decisive turning point.

Finally, a united front among patriotic, leftist and democratic republican forces has become indispensable for the victory of revolution. Therefore, on the occasion of the 15th Anniversary of the People’s War, struggling for peace and constitution, let's move forward firmly and unitedly to accomplish the historical task of revolution. The victory of the people is certain.
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